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(a) interval 1

(b) interval 2

(c) interval 3

(d) interval 4

(e) interval 5

(f) interval 6

(g) interval 7

(h) interval 8

Figure 3.3: Results of the texture decomposition proposed
by CHT12 when it is applied to Fig. 1.2(b) with
nt = 4.
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water is still visible. The best ship detection results for Fig. 1.2(b) are also
shown in Fig. 3.3(d) and Fig. 3.3(h), but some waves and part of the wake
can be seen too. The opposite effect occurs in Fig. 3.2(g) and Fig. 3.3(e),
where the best water detection is obtained and yet, the ship is partially
selected.
The background complexity barely contributes to the detection of texture
patterns. Different water texture patterns, which are randomly distributed
throughout the image, are detected in the same interval, as can be seen for
example in Fig. 3.2(g) or in Fig. 3.3(a).
In order to develop a proper feature extraction technique, the fact that a
large number of edges is randomly generated due to their nature, especially
by waves, is taken into account. However, despite the variety of edges,
those that contribute to give a semantic sense of a ship are, in fact, straight
lines. By establishing constraints to consider a set of points as a line most
spurious edge points are successfully excluded, taking advantage of this
adverse environment. The HT, which is explained in Section 2.3, allows
to develop this approach. The HT consists of various steps, such as the
voting process and peak search in the parameter space, which have been
deeply analyzed in terms of performance or robustness and also improved
by new contributions.
In the voting process, the gradient is regularly used in order to uniquely
obtain the normal parameters. The gradient can be calculated by means of
an edge detector. Specifically, the Canny operator is applied to detect the
edges of the naval images. It is described in Section 2.2.
Besides, although the HT increments the count of collinear edge points
in one unit, additional conditions might be imposed on the edge points and
therefore many voting strategies can be implemented. Such constraints can
lead to the enhancement of the edge points that fulfill certain conditions
over the rest. Alternatively, they can restrict the edge points that are
considered collinear. These conditions can be combined to obtain both
effects depending on the desired result. Different weighting functions, as
the Gaussian function applied by vG80, can be used to set the value of the
vote.
The use of edge information in the voting process is frequently suggested in literature. Thus, conditions can be established with respect to
the gradient direction as vG80 and KK00 suggest. GKTZ08, OC76 and
KRZ05 restrict edge points based on their gradient magnitude. Alternat-
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ively, PIK90 imposes constraints on the quantization of the parameters.
However, since ships share some geometric characteristics, the proposed
approach uses the geometry of their shapes instead. The enhancement of
strong edges that belong to the background is avoided. Higher accuracy
is achieved by detecting short lines. Short lines are unlikely to contribute
significantly to the line detection process, as indicated by OC76.
In the peak search, the non-maximal suppression step is conceived as a
consequence of the quantization of the parameter space. After the normal
parameters are computed by an edge detector, they need to be rounded
to proceed to increment the respective cell accordingly. The rounding of
the parameters might lead to errors since surrounding cells could receive
a significant number of wrong votes. After each cell is selected, a regular
procedure is to suppress its surrounding cells by applying different rules.
For example, KRZ05 iteratively compares the value of each cell with the
value of its 8-neighborhood cells, suppressing those of lower value than
the local maximum.
The proposed feature extraction approach follows several steps (CZ12).
Firstly the ship centerline is detected in order to obtain features independently of the bearing and elevation of the image. A feature angles model
is defined and the corresponding edges of the image space are enhanced
due to the voting strategy that is developed in the following. Further
processing is performed to achieve higher accuracy. This technique aims
at extracting feature lines able to describe the ship.

3.2 Ship centerline estimation
The ship centerline is defined by MKB96 as the line connecting the point
of the bow through the center of the stern (see Fig. 3.4). The ship centerline
estimation is often performed in inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR)
imagery. Since ISAR imagery tends to show long ship shapes along the
range dimension of the image (MKB96), the centerline estimation is usually
obtained as the maximum peak of the parameter space, once the HT is
applied to the image.
GG97 adopts this procedure to further estimate the ship length. As the
characteristics of the ISAR imagery make segmentation processes reliable,
MKB96 applies this method to a partially segmented image and then the
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Figure 3.4: Ship centerline ( ).

rest of the features such as the bow and stern points that are required
for ship recognition are extracted. On the contrary, MFOM01 detects
the bow and stern points through their brightness first and defines the
centerline as their connecting line in order to accomplish geometric image
normalization. This procedure is also performed by MF04. LYZ10 sustains
the centerline estimation on the calculation of the width of the ship and
compares this approach with the least squares and the projection methods.
The proposed ship centerline estimation uses the HT as well. However,
rather than selecting the peak of the parameter space, the centerline direction θcl is estimated by means of a different procedure. This is primarily
concerned with the height profile that ships might show and the ruffled
texture of the background.
Since the HT is applied, the vote is set to v = 1, which makes the most of
the elongated nature of vessels. The estimation parameters are empirically
selected. The threshold vTmin must be set to a high enough value. Thus,
short lines as the ones produced by antennas or waves are more easily
discarded. In addition, if the sea is a high-textured surface, waves that may
interfere in the extraction are avoided or at least limited. Most importantly,
as long as the previous limitation is fulfilled, lTmax lines corresponding to
the cells of highest counts vT and greater than vTmin are selected.
Once the voting process is finished, the non-maximal suppression is
performed. Each time that a cell is selected, an area of (2 · w + 1) × (2 · w + 1)
cells is accordingly suppressed in the parameter space. The selected cell is
at the center and w is a positive constant.
The resulting lines are clustered depending on their direction θi,j to determine the corresponding centerline direction. Each group j is composed
of lj lines, where j = 0, . . . , ng − 1 and ng is the number of groups. The
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line i of the group j fulfills that
θi,j ∈ [θ0,j , θ0,j + ϕ]

(3.1)

with i = 0, . . . , lj − 1 and, in addition,
θ0,j + ϕ < θ0,j+1 .

(3.2)

The centerline direction is given by the group ĵ with
ĵ = arg max lj .

(3.3)

j

In case that more than one group fulfill the previous condition, the decision
is made according to
lj −1
X
ĵ = arg max
vTi,j ,
(3.4)
j

i=0

where vTi,j is the total value of votes of the line i that belongs to group
j. The centerline direction takes the value of the average direction of the
lines that are part of the selected group ĵ, as given by
lĵ −1

P
θcl =

i=0

θi,ĵ

lĵ

.

(3.5)

The clustering allows to discard lines whose direction might interfere
in the centerline estimation. The selection of groups with many but short
lines is avoided by setting vTmin . By averaging the directions, a possible
deviation with respect to the real centerline is reduced. Lines with the
same direction are weighted as many times as they are detected, and
consequently their influence is higher. The influence of long lines and the
accuracy of θcl can be controlled by ϕ.
The result of the centerline estimation of Fig. 1.2(a) can be observed
in Fig. 3.5. Both images contain high-textured surfaces and therefore, as
mentioned before, some waves might affect the result. In general, this
effect is avoided due to vTmin and lTmax . As the extraction procedure is
independent of ρ the centerline locations only correspond to visualization
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5: Contributing lines to the centerline estimation procedure and the resulting centerline estimation ( )
for Fig 1.2.
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purposes. It can be additionally observed how the clustering could avoid
the interference of lines in the centerline estimation, for example corresponding to masts, that might correspond to the peak of the parameter
space of the HT.

3.3 Feature angles enhancement
A feature angles model that describes the ship characteristics is defined.
The feature angles, i.e. θd , θk and θm , correspond to common features of
vessels. Consequently they are suitable for any ship. They are fitted with
respect to the centerline. The values for the feature angles are given in
degrees:
• θd ∈ (θcl + 10, θcl − 10),
• θk ∈ (θcl + 35, θcl + 55) ∪ (θcl + 125, θcl + 145),
• θm ∈ (θcl + 80, θcl + 100).
The feature angles enhancement is performed by a modified HT. The
non-maximal suppression process remains the same, as well as the value
assigned to vTmin . There is no restriction regarding the number of lines
lTmax . However, a novel voting strategy is proposed.
The proposed voting strategy detects the feature lines regardless of their
number of points or the strength of their gradient, unlike other strategies
suggest. This being so, short feature lines are able to contribute to the
parameter space while the enhancement of strong edges that correspond
to waves or wakes is avoided. The voting strategy discriminates the lines
that do not belong to the proposed model, whose corresponding cells are
incremented by one unit as before. The vote that corresponds to the lines
of the feature model is given by


vTmin
v=
.
(3.6)
smin
This value guarantees that the feature lines reach the minimum value vTmin
as long as they consist of the minimum number of points of a segment
smin . Otherwise they would be eliminated during the segment processing,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6: Resulting lines after applying the feature angles enhancement to the edge image (see Fig. 2.3).
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which is presented in Section 3.4. The value contained in these cells no
longer represents the number of collinear edge points that vote for each
line though.
The modified HT that is proposed for the feature angles enhancement is
summarized in Algorithm 2. The feature angles enhancement can be seen
in Fig. 3.6. It can be observed that some short lines which are part of the
Algorithm 2 Modified HT for feature angles enhancement.
Set H = 0
// accumulative array
Set vTmin
// threshold
Set f eature angles model // to be enhanced
Set lines = 0
// list of (θ, ρ) pairs
for each edge point (x, y) do
Obtain θ
Calculate ρ = x cos θ + y sin θ
// proposed voting strategy
if edge point belongs to f eature angles model then
H(θ, ρ)+ = v
// proposed vote in Eq. 3.6
else
H(θ, ρ) + +
end if
end for
Find arg maxH(θ, ρ)
θ,ρ

Hmax = H(θ, ρ)
while Hmax > vTmin do
Append (θ, ρ) to lines
Apply non-maximal suppression
Find arg maxH(θ, ρ)
θ,ρ

Hmax = H(θ, ρ)
end while
Output: lines
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ship are detected by this modified HT. Without the proposed voting
strategy, they would be unable to reach the threshold and would be discarded. There is a reduction in spurious edge points with respect to Fig. 2.3,
too. Therefore an appropriate enhancement is produced.

3.4 Segment processing
As a result of the random nature of the background, some spurious edge
points might belong to the feature angles model. The more high-textured
the background is, the more probable it is that spurious edge points belong
to the proposed model. Therefore, it becomes difficult to detect the feature
lines among them. For this reason, a classification of the background complexity is suggested. A method for classifying the background complexity
based on the regional variance is also described by WSWD10.
The ratio of model edge points to resolution gives a measure of the
background complexity. However, in order to be consistent with the fact
that some lines could only be selected by applying Eq. 3.6, constraints for
them should be more relaxed. Therefore the background complexity is
better classified according to
cd =

Nd
,
N

(3.7)

with Nd the number of edge points enhanced by θd . In addition,
cf =

Nf
,
N

(3.8)

where Nf is the number of model edge points, i.e. Nf = Nd + Nk + Nm .
Both measures not only describe the background complexity, but also the
roughness, which allows to adapt the detection of spurious edge points
that may eventually be part of the model.
One of the properties of the HT is the accumulation of points as part of
lines even though there might be gaps between these points. Therefore,
a line detected by the HT is often divided into multiple segments and
isolated points. Consequently, a set of constraints can be defined for
removing spurious edge points of the model. KRZ05 takes advantage
of this property and suggests a constraint which refers to the number
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7: Resulting lines after applying the segment processing to the feature angles model which can be
seen in Fig. 3.6.
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of points of a line. Here, the number of points of a segment is under
consideration instead, which is a more flexible solution. Obtaining more
accurate results is possible then by choosing the
• minimum number of points smin of a segment and the
• maximum allowed length of gaps, denoted by gmax .
Line segments are allowed, in turn, to be broken due to gaps of shorter
length than gmax . However, if a segment is unable to reach smin all its
points are eliminated. This way neighborhood information is included in
the procedure. The vote of Eq. 3.6 is computed with the most restrictive
value.
Although the performance of the proposed technique is quantified in
Section 3.5, the effect of the segment processing is shown in Fig. 3.7. The
reduction of spurious edge points with respect to the spurious edge points
of Fig. 3.6 is noticeable. The accuracy of the extraction technique can be
seen if it is compared with the initial edge points of Fig. 2.3.

3.5 Results
A numerical evaluation is presented in the following. In order to assess
the descriptive capacity of the proposed features, masks corresponding to
each dataset image are manually extracted. The alternative procedure for
feature extraction that is introduced in Section 3.1 is also assessed with the
same masks.
The average relative error e is calculated as the average ratio of spurious
edge points to the retrieved edge points of the dataset. The average absolute error, eT , is the average ratio of spurious edge points to the initial edge
points obtained by the edge detector. For comparison purposes, the ratio
of resulting edge points to the initial edge points is also calculated and
denoted by ne . In order to demonstrate the convenience of the extraction
steps, diverse experiments are performed and the assessment can be seen
in Table 3.1.
When no further process is applied to the images after the feature angles
enhancement, i.e. if the segment processing is omitted, the highest number
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Table 3.1: Evaluation of the proposed feature extraction steps.
e(%)

eT (%)

ne (%)

41.86

1.98

7.15

segment processing

1.17

1.04

3.44

without feature angles model

6.55

0.02

1.13

feature angles enhancement

of feature points is obtained on average. In this case, the average relative
error is very high though.
The average absolute error as well as the ratio of feature points are
reduced when the proposed sequence of feature extraction steps is applied,
including the segment processing. In addition, although some potential
feature points might be eliminated, there is a substantial reduction of the
average relative error. Thus, the segment processing is an effective step
targeting the spurious feature points. In the end, only 1.17% of the selected
edge points are incorrectly extracted as feature points.
Although an initial shape might be identified after the centerline extraction step (see Fig. 3.5), subsequently applying the segment processing
to these edge points leads to incomplete results as it is shown in Fig. 3.8.
This is also depicted in Table 3.1. Although the average ratio of extracted
feature points is low, which leads to a low average absolute error value, the
average relative error is much higher than the value obtained by following
the proposed sequence of steps. In summary, less feature points produce
higher average relative error, with the consequent loss of information.
These results indicate that the proposed sequence of steps can be recommended in order to extract meaningful features lines accurately.
Ideally two patterns, corresponding to the ship and water regions,
should be enough for describing the content of these naval images. In practice, texture patterns are randomly produced throughout the water region.
Therefore, the evaluation of the alternative feature extraction technique is
performed for additional nt values.
Table 3.2 shows the average error obtained for each interval given by
the thresholds that are computed when nt = 2. The minimum average
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8: Results when the feature angles enhancement is
omitted during the feature extraction.
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error is 78.91%, which is substantially higher than the average error of the
features here proposed. When nt = 4, more patterns are detected by the
algorithm and, as can be seen in Table 3.3, the minimum average error
decreases to 60.11%. The minimum average error continues to diminish
down to 46.58% when nt = 8, which is the value recommended by the
authors, as Table 3.4 shows.
The interval that yields the binary image where the ship could be detected varies depending on the image content, which is depicted in Table 3.5.
In particular, the minimum error of Fig. 3.2 is 30.37%, which is achieved
by the first interval (see Fig. 3.2(a)), while the minimum error of Fig. 3.3 is
16.99% and it is obtained by the last interval (see Fig. 3.3(h)). The minimum
average error when nt = 4 is also achieved by the last interval, although
the error produced by the last interval in Fig. 3.2 is actually the maximum
of this image. Besides, several intervals achieve very high average error
when nt = 4, up to 89.4%. This can also be observed in the evaluation of
the other nt values.
In order to detect the proper interval for each image, the development of
some procedure for automatic interval selection is necessary, which might
require previous knowledge of the ship or the image content. Assuming
that such automatic interval selection would proceed without error, the
average error would be 71.66%, 42.35% and 27.38%. when nt = 2, nt = 4
and nt = 8, respectively. The average of minimum errors is for any nt still
notably larger than the average relative error achieved by the proposed
feature extraction technique.
The texture pattern representing the ship is sometimes decomposed into
multiple patterns. Texture patterns of water and ship are usually present
in the same interval. For these reasons, the minimum error is far from
achieving a low value. Due to the changing background, a different value
of nt might be necessary for each image. This is also reinforced by the
fact that for the same nt value, very different minimum error is obtained
by each example image. These difficulties prevent this technique from
succeeding.
No prior knowledge of the ship is required by the proposed Hough
Transform based algorithm for feature extraction. Although few spurious
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Table 3.2: Average error achieved by the texture decomposition
proposed by CHT12 when nt = 2.
Interval

e(%)

1

78.91

2

83.75

3

89.4

4

83.46

Table 3.3: Average error achieved by the texture decomposition
proposed by CHT12 when nt = 4.
Interval

e(%)

1

65.43

2

78.91

3

83.75

4

60.27

5

76.1

6

89.4

7

84.93

8

60.11
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Table 3.4: Average error achieved by the texture decomposition
proposed by CHT12 when nt = 8.
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Interval

e(%)

1

54.33

2

65.43

3

78.91

4

87.17

5

83.75

6

84.38

7

60.27

8

46.73

9

61.89

10

76.1

11

89.58

12

91.22

13

88.09

14

85.15

15

59.76

16

46.58
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Table 3.5: Error achieved by the texture decomposition proposed by CHT12 when nt = 4 and it is applied to
Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3.
Interval

Fig. 3.2

Fig. 3.3

1

30.37

95.27

2

33.46

93.08

3

79.38

48.32

4

93.98

19.65

5

36.79

96.23

6

65.92

90.03

7

93.8

40.75

8

93.98

16.99

edge points still remain, the suppression of initial edge points is, in comparison, very high and the feature lines persist. Therefore, the extraction is
effective and independent of the background conditions due to the background classification. By avoiding the enhancement of strong edges, this
novel voting strategy achieves higher precision. The detection of short
feature lines is also achieved by the proposed voting strategy. Certainly,
the acquisition of additional edge points by other means, as the Harris
corner detector, is possible as well.
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Maritime security or coastal surveillance are nowadays applications of
great interest to maritime authorities. These activities imply ship detection
and the extraction of ship features that allow to classify them. In order to
obtain a reliable result, the ship location in the image must be obtained
first. The system performance usually depends on the accuracy of the ship
location.
Ships usually have brighter aspect than the background in optical remote
sensing images (TDHZ14). Under such circumstances, ZZWG10 suggests
the use of a global adaptive threshold and adopts a region-filling algorithm
and morphological operations. A ship prototype is proposed by XFS11,
for which the GHT searches throughout the image. TDHZ14 obtains the
coarse ship location by exploiting a subband of the wavelet coefficient.
Despite the fact that SAR imagery suffers from speckle noise, the water
region can be easily located (WYLY11). HYWH13 calculates the standard
deviation of blocks of the water region and is able to select those that
contain the ships by setting a threshold dependent on the gray mean and
standard deviation. MGFP12 uses the Otsu method as initialization of
an iterative thresholding approach, in which the dimension and shape of
ships are supposed to lie within certain range. On the other hand, Kna10
requires the user to accurately select the ship location.
Alternative localization procedures are developed for infrared images,
which are based on their salient attributes. LW08 suggests detecting the
ship waterline as the peak of the HT and the funnel as the brightest or
darkest region of the image. The fractal dimension is applied by LWCL12
to detect the Harris feature point that describes the ship location.
In high resolution naval images which are obtained by means of sensors
working in the visible light range, ZMM+ 09 explores the use of frame
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differencing, background subtraction, histogram projection and thresholding for ship localization but, as noted by the authors, further work in this
direction is necessary. However, automatic ship localization procedures
may facilitate the decision-making of human operators. Furthermore, it is
a key step in order to achieve a precise ship segmentation in this kind of
images. Therefore, a coarse ship localization (CZ13) is introduced in this
chapter.
Conversely, ship segmentation is usually performed directly in remote
sensing images. This being so, coarse ship localization is unnecessary in
most cases and few methods are proposed for that.
This chapter is structured as follows. A preliminary localization approach is explained in Section 4.1 and the evaluation is discussed. A shape
processing step that eliminates spurious segments is considered later in
Section 4.2 as well as the final evaluation. Finally, Section 4.3 concludes
with the discussion of the results and further considerations.

4.1 Preliminary localization
This localization technique utilizes the features obtained by applying
the extraction method presented in Chapter 3. Among them, especially
important are the endpoints of the feature lines. The ship location is based
on them. The coarse location is defined by the convex hull of the ship,
which is obtained by means of the Graham’s scan algorithm (Gra72).
Gaps between the multiple segments of the feature lines are not taken
into consideration. The endpoints of the feature lines define segments
that might be part of the ship location. The Graham’s scan algorithm is
applied to their endpoints and calculates the extreme points of the convex
hull. The coarse ship location comprises the pixels within the convex
hull. A representation of the coarse ship location and the elements of the
localization procedure can be seen in Fig. 4.1.
In order to assess the performance of the localization, the edge points
of the background are manually removed from the binary edge images
obtained by the Canny detector. The edge points that correspond to the
ship remain in the resulting image. The Graham’s scan algorithm is applied
to them for obtaining the real coarse location.
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Coarse ship location
Convex hull
Extreme point
Feature line
Segment
Endpoint •

Figure 4.1: Representation of the coarse ship location and the
elements which are involved in the localization
procedure.
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The real coarse location and the calculated coarse location are compared
in order to perform the evaluation. The precision, or the fraction of pixels
that are correctly part of the calculated ship location is on average 82.88%.
In addition, the recall, defined as the fraction of correctly retrieved pixels
of the real coarse location, is on average 81.66%.

Figure 4.2 shows the comparison between the calculated and the real
coarse location, whose borders are marked in red and blue respectively. For
visualization purposes, the comparison is represented as follows. Pixels
whose red channel prevails are the erroneously retrieved pixels and belong
to the ship location under evaluation. On the contrary, pixels whose blue
channel prevails are the erroneously missed pixels and belong to the real
coarse location. The correctly retrieved pixels remain as originally and
they are part of both ship locations. The background is darkened too.

The ship location is affected by spurious segments, i. e. segments that
lie outside the real ship location. Due to the convex definition of the ship
location, the ship localization procedure results in a much larger area than
the real location if spurious segments contribute to the localization. No
spurious segment remains in any of the images of Fig. 4.2. In order to
illustrate this situation the images of Fig. 4.3 are shown.

In these circumstances the assessment can be affected in two ways. The
immediate consequence is that the precision is lower than the precision
that would be achieved if the spurious segments did not contribute to the
localization. The recall is unrelated to the erroneously retrieved pixels
and yet a larger ship location might affect it. The ship location might be
composed of pixels of the real ship location that might not be retrieved if
the spurious segments were correctly rejected. As a consequence, higher
recall is achieved because it considers the rate of correct pixels that are
incorrectly missed. As precision always experiences an increase when
spurious segments are eliminated, the drop in recall does not necessarily
take place.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2: Ship locations corresponding to Fig. 1.2. The red
border limits the calculated ship location while the
blue border limits the real coarse ship location.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3: Preliminary ship locations. The red border limits
the calculated ship location while the blue border
limits the real coarse ship location.

4.2 Shape-based processing
The eventual lack of accuracy of the preliminary localization motivates the
development of a shape-based processing, whose parameters are empirically obtained. The shape-based processing aims at eliminating the spurious
segments that are responsible for impeding the localization process.
Spurious segments are at a certain distance of the ship. In order to prune
segment candidates, a threshold dmax can be imposed to its distance dc
to the center of the image. The image is divided into quadrants in order
to consider the eventual symmetry of ships. The following procedure is
iteratively performed for each quadrant.
Besides the symmetry, the elongated shapes of the ships are also considered. Therefore, the maximum difference of segment angles ∆θ is
calculated. If ∆θ is larger than ∆θmax , where ∆θmax is set by the user, a
weighting function is proposed
f (d) = log0.4 (d) + 8.5,

(4.1)

where d is the average distance of segments in the quadrant. Otherwise,
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the deviation of d may be high and a more permissive function applies,
(4.2)

f (d) = log0.6 (d) + 14.7.

Both weighting functions are graphically shown in Fig. 4.4. They are used
for calculating the adaptive threshold
dmax = f (d) · d,

(4.3)

that is imposed to each segment of the quadrant. Segments that exceed
the threshold are eliminated iteratively.
Once the pruning procedure is performed for each quadrant, the Graham’s scan algorithm is applied to the endpoints of the remaining segments.
Applying this procedure to the example images produces, as expected,
no effect since no spurious segment remains in any image of Fig. 4.2 and
the segments that define the calculated coarse location remain. However,
the spurious segments are removed from the images of Fig. 4.3, which
yields the ship locations that are shown in Fig. 4.5.
By accomplishing the same procedure described in Section 4.1 to perform the evaluation, the average precision is 98.03% and the average recall,
77.14%.

8

log0.4 (d) + 8.5
log0.6 (d) + 14.7
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Figure 4.4: Weighting functions for adaptive threshold.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5: Final ship locations. The red border limits the calculated ship location while the blue border limits the
real coarse ship location.

4.3 Results
A summary of the results can be seen in Table 4.1. As expected, the
elimination of the spurious segments leads to a very accurate ship location.
The recall decreases as the precision increases, confirming the effect of the
spurious segments. The loss of recall is, in comparison with the increase in
precision, very small though.
Table 4.2 shows the precision and recall of the preliminary and final
ship location, i. e. after the shape-based processing is applied, for each
example image. The effect of the spurious segments can be observed in
the images where the precision is low and the recall is substantially higher.
When they are eliminated, the precision increases although in this case the
recall suffers from the expected drop. The effect on the recall can be seen in
Fig. 4.5, where a fraction of the bottom part of the ship location is missing
in both images. However the calculated ship location comprises this part
of the ship before the spurious segments are eliminated (see Fig. 4.3).
By inspecting the results, it can be concluded that most of the erroneously omitted pixels of real ship locations corresponds to areas marked
by antennas. As antennas stand above, the area selected by the convexity
algorithm experiences a large increase if the ship location is marked by
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Table 4.1: Average precision and recall (%) of the preliminary
and final ship locations of the dataset.
precision

recall

preliminary

82.88

81.66

final

98.03

77.14

their endpoints. This can be observed in Fig. 4.3(a). The endpoints of the
antenna are missing and it reduces the recall to a much lower value than
the recall of the other images, in which they mark the ship location.
The characterization of spurious segments by logarithmic functions
improves the precision, which is very high now. It also avoids the effect
of the spurious segments on the recall measurements. It is shown that
missing low relevant elements as antennas makes the ship location vary
highly due to the method used for bonding the extreme points. Yet, this
ship localization has high recall and very high precision.
User interaction is avoided in this coarse ship localization procedure
and no prior knowledge of the image is necessary. Therefore, multiple
applications are possible, for example as support to human operators or
further refinement methods. It can also be an alternative to saliency maps
to identify and prioritize important information in naval images, that
might improve the performance of visual data transmission.
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4 Coarse Localization

Table 4.2: Precision and recall (%) of the preliminary and final
ship location of the example images.
precision
preliminary
final
preliminary
final
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recall

Fig. 4.2(a)

100

92.68

Fig. 4.2(b)

100

94.19

preliminary

Fig. 4.3(a)

final

Fig. 4.5(a)

preliminary

Fig. 4.3(b)

final

Fig. 4.5(b)

51.12
100
43.89
100

83.59
75.84
96.21
89.94

